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Grants to
target math,
physics
students

Macklemore
blares first
notes of spring
by olivia kantor and allison kowalski
Hatchet Reporters

A

crowd of thousands buzzed around all four
corners of University Yard before Macklemore took the stage Sunday, already blaring
the lyrics that have launched the rap phenom to the top of the charts.
But when he finally walked out, donning a
brass-buttoned and fringed-shouldered jacket on
the spring day, anticipation boiled over.
“I figured I’d dress up as George Washington for
you guys. The funny thing is, this was already in my
suitcase,” he joked.
Indie rockers Walk the Moon and rappers Macklemore and Ryan Lewis energized the packed University Yard crowd for three hours Sunday, pushing
concert attendees as far back as the Media and Public Affairs building for the annual spring show.
Framed behind a giant jumbo screen, the Seattlebased rapper, who performed with DJ Ryan Lewis,
readily engaged with the crowd, jumping onto the
hands of concertgoers. When one student threw a
Seattle SuperSonics jersey to the stage, Macklemore
put it on and used an audience member’s iPhone to
take a photo of himself with the crowd.
Opening the show with a reference to D.C.’s
own second-hand store scene, the rapper launched
into his most well-known single, “Thrift Shop,”

Low retention rates
prompt scholarships
by amelia williams
Hatchet Reporter
The math and physics departments
will put more than half a million dollars
into a scholarship program over the next
five years in an effort to hold onto more
undergraduates, who often drop out of
those majors.
The grants for 30 students will come
from the National Science Foundation to
boost low retention rates among science,
technology, engineering and math students at GW. The national rates for these
STEM majors sit at just below 40 percent,
according to a White House 2012 report,
and nearly 80 percent of GW undergraduates who started off in physics switched to
other programs in recent years.
“Students come to universities interested in certain STEM fields, and then they
kind of fall by the wayside,” said Gerald
Feldman, a physics professor who helped
secure the grant. “And for reasons that
are not so clear – lack of engagement, lack
of mentoring and advising in the early
days.”
The Joint Undergraduate Mathematics
and Physics Scholarships, or JUMP Scholarships, represent a big part of professors’
efforts to combat that phenomenon.
The scholarships will award each of
the 30 students up to $10,000 for the grant
program that will begin in August. That is
about the same number of students who
matriculated to those departments in the
fall.
Students with declared majors in the
fields can apply for the funds after their
freshman years. Recipients would then
link up with one of five faculty mentors
See GRANTS: Page 5
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See SPRING FLING: Page 6
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Top: Seattle-based rapper Macklemore headlined Sunday's Spring Fling. He took the stage wearing colonial garb, an ode to the GW crowd that packed University Yard.
Bottom left: Indie pop band Walk the Moon played hits like 'Anna Sun' to warm up the crowd. Bottom right: Nicholas Petricca plays the keyboard for Walk the Moon.

Student life examined
under provost purview
Multi-year audits
look to set goals,
trim expenses
by chloé sorvino
Assistant News Editor

elise apelian | hatchet staff photographer

Students, including Michela Masson, left, and Avery Jaffe, right, were among the first students to join the Ready for Hillary super PAC.
Created in January by a GW professor, the group looks to grow support for Hillary Clinton, though she has denied a presidential future.

As Clinton mulls, GW group rallies base
by anuhYa bobba
Hatchet Staff Writer
If former Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton decides to seek the Oval Office again, a group of GW professors,
alumni and students want her to have
a running start.
Clinton, whose ambiguous aspirations for office have fueled the Beltway rumor mill, has remained tightlipped on whether or not she will run

for president in 2016. But the political
action committee Ready for Hillary,
led by GW professor Allida Black, is
already assembling a base of supporters on college campuses across the
country.
More than two months after its inception, the PAC held its first rally last
week at the Kennedy Center – which
included about two dozen GW students – in an effort to rev up support

for Clinton’s possible bid.
Black, a history and international
affairs professor who left her faculty
position to create the PAC, has supported Clinton’s political career for the
past 20 years. She traveled to 14 states,
organized 500 house parties and
knocked on 5,000 doors to fundraise
during Clinton's 2008 campaign.
“I have never known her to do
See CLINTON: Page 5

The University's top academic
leader plans to launch regular reviews
of major student life departments,
bringing a number-crunching strategy common in academia to other offices newly under his purview.
Officials will lead semester-long
reviews of the more than a dozen
student life offices, including Student Health Service and the Office
of Student Rights and Responsibilities, to trim costs and evaluate each
program's value. The plans come less
than a year after Provost Steven Lerman took over student affairs departments, in addition to his role overseeing all GW schools and programs.
“No matter how good you are,
you can almost always get better by
thinking consciously of your goals,
reviewing them, even bringing some
outsiders in to cross-fertilize other
ideas from other universities,” Lerman said.
The initiative will push student
affairs officials to vet programs that
haven’t been formally reviewed in
years, and marks a major step by Lerman to run student life offices like
academic departments, which are reviewed every five years.
“In academic reviews, we bring
in a couple top people to look at
how the department is doing,” Ler-
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man said. “Student affairs can benefit
enormously from that self-reflection
and constant improvement.”
The provost became more than
just an academic chief when his office
took over the University's admissions
and student life arms last spring.
Soon after, he also launched a review
of the admissions office, leading to
the discovery that it had inflated data
for more than a decade.
For the previous 24 years, Senior
Vice President for Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak had steered the student life and
athletic offices.
Under Chernak, who retired in
June, program and office evaluations – such as those of the University Counseling Center and Career
Services – took place informally. But
Senior Associate Provost and Dean of
Student Affairs Peter Konwerski said
last week that officials will probe at
least one department per semester,
and added that each office will be reviewed every three to five years.
“It allows us to set goals for the
future and hold ourselves accountable,” Konwerski said. “We’ve spent
more time looking at student satisfaction and this will allow us to continue
looking at satisfaction but also looking at how programs are running and
the impact they have on campus."
In January, officials, including
Konwerski, began the first audit, targeting the Office of Parents’ Services,
because it is one of the "first and longest-running" parent support offices
in the nation, Konwerski said. The
team will release a report next month,
See STUDENT LIFE: Page 5
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IN Brief

Catholics defend
controversial priest

-Chloé Sorvino and Allison Kowalski

corey zagone | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Crowds surround Russell Harris, right, as he tackles a fellow pillow-wielding participant Saturday on the National Mall. The sixth annual Pillow Fight Day, hosted by Capitol Improv, drew mobs from across the city and the country. The event takes place in cities around the world as part of an effort to invigorate public spaces.

QUOTABLE

''

Catholics at GW and across the nation decried the student campaign this
week to push the Newman Center priest
off campus.
Prominent Catholic activist and president of the Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights Bill Donohue announced Thursday that he would send
a letter to University leaders condemning the student-led effort to oust Father
Greg Shaffer.
The letter called the effort – which
stemmed from seniors Damian Legacy
and Blake Bergen’s claim that Shaffer
forced students out of the church because they are gay – a “serious civil liberties issue.” At least 10 other students
said they felt alienated by the Newman
Center because of Shaffer.
“It is an attack on the freedom of expression of Catholics on campus to discuss their religious beliefs and practices
with impunity,” the letter read.
Donohue rejected the students’ allegations of mental anguish caused by
Shaffer because students did “not offer
any evidence of abusive speech or behavior.”
University spokeswoman Michelle
Sherrard did not return a request for
comment regarding Donohue’s letter.
Members of GW Catholics have also
stood up for Shaffer since Bergen and
Legacy announced the campaign. Junior
Chris Crawford created a blog which,
as of Sunday, featured 35 student testimonies describing positive experiences
with the priest.
“Over time, I have noticed that a certain narrative had emerged about Father
Greg that was not actually in line with
the Chaplain we all love. We know him
as a man of humility, patience and unconditional love, and this blog reflects
that,” Crawford said.
One anonymous poster on the blog
wrote that Shaffer drove nine hours to
join the individual’s family after learning that his or her father had stage-four
cancer just before finals and wouldn’t
live past a few weeks. He also blessed
the father.
“During the 24 hours that he was
with us, Father Greg also was able to
celebrate Mass with my family and give
my father a blessing with Lourdes water. I will never forget or be able to truly
express my gratitude for the selflessness
and charity he showed by coming to be
with my family over this past Christmas
break,” the student wrote.

Students come to universities interested in certain STEM fields
and then they kind of fall by the wayside.

''

–Gerald Feldman, a physics professor, on securing more than a half-million dollars in
scholarships for math and physics students to keep them in the programs.
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Kurdish Perspective

Tony Kushner

Intervention in Mali

Global Development

Gain new insight into the conflicts
and disputes in Syria and Turkey
with members of Iraqi Kurdistan’s
leadership.
1957 E St., Room 602 • 11 a.m.

Hear from the Pulitzer-prize winning
screenwriter Tony Kushner as he discusses his
latest works: “Lincoln” and “Angels in America.”
School of Media and Public Affairs •
7:30 p.m.

Join adjunct professor and crisis
management expert Erwan Lagadec for
a discussion on the implications of the
French intervention in Mali.
1957 E St., Suite 412 • 1 p.m.

Join the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
Center for a talk on shifting wealth
towards the East and South.
1957 E St., Room 501 • 4:30 p.m.
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Students to live on food stamp budgets for a week
by jeremy diamond
Contributing Editor
At least 30 students will
cap their weekly meal budgets
at about $31 starting Tuesday
– the maximum weekly food
stamp allotment – to raise
awareness of the challenges
low-income families face.
Five seniors launched the
GW SNAP Challenge – named
after the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program – as a
project for world-famous chef
José Andrés’ class. Students
will cut off their GWorld and
debit cards for one week, aided
by organizers who will share
suggested grocery lists including low-cost items such as rice
and canned foods.
Each participant will be allowed $31.50 a week, less than
half of a sophomore's weekly
dining plan. The daily allowance is less than the price of a
burger at J Street's Metro Diner
or a burrito at Chipotle.
“This challenge doesn’t
reflect the struggle that they
go through from day to day,”
senior Tae Min Kim said of the
millions who live on a SNAP
budget. “It’s only a small and
incomplete glimpse into the
challenges that they face day
in and day out, but I think it
brings us a little closer to the
struggles they face.”
Kim said he pitched the
idea after taking the SNAP
challenge earlier this semester
as part of a nutrition class at
GW.
“You’re constantly hungry,” Kim said about his experience living on a budget
of $4.50 per day. “You end up
drinking a lot of water because

jordan emont | photo editor

Left to right, seniors Taemin Kim, Maryelena Faria and Ran Wei check prices at Whole Foods in preparation for a challenge in which participants
spend less than $4.50 per day – the daily allowance given to federal nutrition assistance recipients.

you have nothing else.”
He recalled facing a “different type of pressure” when
walking by his favorite restaurants knowing that he couldn’t
eat there, not because he was
dieting or trying to eat healthier, but because it wasn’t in his
budget.
In addition to the hours
of planning a meal schedule

and comparing prices at local
grocers, Kim said he struggled
to maintain a healthy diet. He
said he averaged just 1,400 calories per day, well below the
American Heart Association’s
recommended daily calorie intake of about 2,400 calories for
the average male.
The group of seniors is also
hoping to raise awareness of

the program, lobbying at least
eight Congress members and
asserting that more cuts to the
federal aid program are not the
answer.
While SNAP benefits were
safeguarded from the program,
Congress slashed $110 million
from the program’s education
budget.
Those budget cuts dispro-

portionately affect the District, which in December 2012
recorded the highest rate of
SNAP participants nationwide
at 23 percent, according to the
Food Resource and Action
Center.
Two weeks into their campaign, the Elliott School of International Affairs majors have
used Twitter to stir the inter-

Move-out
meetings to
trim appeals

SPHHS
researchers
eye studies
on guns

by chloé sorvino
Assistant News Editor

by mary ellen mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writer
The School of Public Health
and Health Services is looking
to increase research on mental
health and gun violence, four
months after the shooting in
Newtown, Conn. propelled the
issues to the forefront of the national debate.
Public health school dean
Lynn Goldman said more research would benefit the District,
a gun violence-prone city, and
could become a stronger focus for
the school, but balked at a fullfledged effort because researchers need to work around federal
funding constraints.
“We care about expanding the
pool of knowledge about how to
prevent gun violence,” Goldman
said. “Some of that research inevitably also will begin to tell us
more about what’s actually going
on with gun violence in this community.”
She said a GW-hosted panel
discussion held Friday could
serve as a catalyst for future interdisciplinary research. The talk
brought together experts from
fields including public health
and child and forensic psychology – fields that are typically involved in both mental health and
gun violence research.
Conversations on gun violence research have escalated
since President Barack Obama
lifted a 17-year ban on gun violence research in January. The
president also asked Congress to
approve $10 million for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to conduct research on
gun violence prevention.
The move was part of a series
of 23 actions, including legislative proposals that have caused
strife between Republicans and
Democrats in Congress. Five
states have toughened gun laws
since the Dec. 14 Sandy Hook
massacre, including Maryland
and Connecticut, which passed
laws Thursday. Ten other states
have loosened their gun laws this

est of political leaders such as
Newark Mayor Cory Booker,
who made headlines when he
lived on less than $30 in groceries for a week as pressure
mounted to cut the federal
budget in the face of the impending 2013 fiscal cliff.
Chair of GW's Urban Food
Task Force Diane Knapp, the
wife of University President
Steven Knapp, also pledged
her support shortly after the
campaign launched. Knapp
told The Hatchet that she
would try to live on the SNAP
budget for at least one day.
The group's initiative has
also attracted the attention of
groups such as Sustainable
GW, D.C. Hunger Solutions
and D.C. Central Kitchen
through social media.
“That was a huge push for
us to see the support and encouragement,” Ran Wei, one of
the organizers, said.
Sophomore and Advisory
Neighborhood Commissioner
Peter Sacco said he decided
to take the pledge because
he spends time helping lowincome families as a coordinator for nonprofit LIFT-D.C. He
created a blog to document his
week living on a SNAP budget,
and will write about program
misconceptions, such as claims
that recipients spend their benefits on cigarettes, alcohol and
other non-food items.
“It’s one thing to be the
college student who goes in
to work, helps them fill out
this application and then goes
home [to a big dinner], because you just have that disconnect,” he said. “I thought,
'Why don’t I see what they go
through every week?' ” u
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Participants of GW's gun violence prevention panel Richard Cooter, Olga Acosta Price, and Daniel Webster spoke about how issues of
mental health and public policy led to violence.

year.
During Friday’s discussions,
panelists spoke about the challenges of identifying someone
who could be violent toward
others and the role of schools in
providing care for mentally ill
children. The panelists agreed
that the Newtown shooting was
the most influential factor in the
recent call for research.
“This discussion is very different than the discussion we’ve
had over the last 30 years. This
was the gunning down of little
kids. It has totally changed the
conversation,” Georges Benjamin, executive director of the
American Public Health Association, said.
Goldman added that the
school should prioritize gun violence prevention because of the
prevalence of gun violence in
D.C.
“We have many children who
have lost their lives, many families that have been affected. Many
kids in D.C. actually know kids
who have been shot, kids who
have died,” Goldman said.
But the school must compete
for limited funding to start conducting research surrounding
gun violence and mental illness.
Research budgets across major federal funding agencies have
also stagnated or shrunk in recent years, especially since Congress and the White House did

"We have many children who have lost their lives,
many families that have been affected. Many kids in
D.C. actually know kids who have been shot,
kids who have died."
lynn goldman

Dean, School of Public Health and Health Services
not take action against automatic
spending cuts last month.
Although faculty are currently researching gun violence, specifically among minority groups,
Goldman said they would be
ready for an “explosion in research” on mental health and gun
violence if the funding became
available.
Kathleen Roche, an associate professor in the public health
school,
researches
violence
among adolescents in urban
neighborhoods. That conversation, she said, must examine the
role of guns, school mental health
services and poverty.
Schools like Duke and Johns
Hopkins universities are both
well-known for conducting research regarding mental health
and gun violence prevention.
Beth McGinty, a research assistant at the Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Policy and Research,

said studies have been delayed
because people with mental illness are responsible for few incidences of violence. Without
a larger sample, it is difficult to
conduct a viable study, she said.
Provost Steven Lerman said
in an interview Friday that he
expects to see more faculty interested in the research questions,
and suggested studying the differences between state gun laws
to see how more or fewer regulations affect gun violence.
“As things change, there’s a
tremendous opportunity for research, but somebody has to do
it. Somebody has to look at these
questions,” Lerman said. “I think
there’s a heightened awareness
in public health officials that they
have some role in helping us understand how the actions we take
in the public and private sphere
actually have impact on gun violence.” u

After charging about 900 students for untidy rooms last spring,
GW Housing Programs is adding another check to the move-out process
to help students avoid fines.
House staff will make appointments with students to evaluate the
conditions of each room before moveout this year to assess inventory and
damages, Director of GW Housing
Programs Seth Weinshel said.
Fees for untidy rooms last year
tallied $225,000, and 500 students
were charged for missing or damaged furniture. Four-fifths of those
500 students appealed the fees, which
ranged from $175 to $890, Weinshel
said last year.
“It’s another level of reminder to
students to make sure they’re leaving
the room in the condition we hope
they will leave them, which ultimately makes it more efficient and easier
for everybody,” Weinshel said.
He added that students can
choose not to meet with their house
staff members to go over a room conditions report, but will be charged a
cleaning fee if they leave the room
untidy. Previously, students moved
out without checking in with a house
staff member.
He said he hopes the office won’t
have to dock anyone the $250 cleaning fee when trash or personal items
are left in rooms. During last year’s
move-out, 200 more students were
charged the cleaning fees than the
year before, when it was implemented. Weinshel said he thought
the jump in fines was the result of
students’ disregard for a clean moveout.
Weinshel added that students
who didn’t fill out the report when
they moved in can still fill it out this
month with the housing office. Students who fail to complete forms or
make appointments with house staff
for evaluations are barred from appealing fines.
“When we’re billing you, we’re
going off of those inspections. Most
likely you’ll be denied because
there’s nothing to back up your
claim,” Weinshel said.
After move out, Weinshel said
cleaning crews come through
each room and “scrub down everything” – vacuuming, cleaning
the floors and emptying the entire
building's trash. u

Staff tasked with helping student groups manage budgets
by chloé sorvino
Assistant News Editor
The Center for Student Engagement will mandate that
advisers help student organizations to manage their budgets
and better support populations
like transfers and veterans.
A team of six staff members will now serve exclusively
as lifelines for the University's
more than 450 student organizations – compared to past
years, in which staffers charged
with supporting student groups
and programs like GW Trails

were coordinated exclusively
by grade year. Associate Dean
of Students Tim Miller said the
change will be key as funding
for student groups increases to
$1.75 million over the next nine
years.
The move marks the third
time the department has reoriented itself in the past
three years. Last year, the CSE
aligned its staff into year-based
teams that focused on freshman, sophomore, junior, senior
and graduate student needs.
But that structure left out populations that encompass multiple

class years, such as first generation students and international
students, which will now have
specific advisers.
“This allows [the specific
group's needs] to be pulled out
and become a focus,” Miller
said.
In the past two years since
the CSE was founded, staffers
were given broader responsibilities to help all students within
a particular class year. The University also has offices, like the
Office of Veteran Services, that
work with specific populations,
but the new structure will help

the two departments work together, Miller said.
Ten staffers will move from
positions on year-based teams
to a team devoted to graduate
students, special populations
and programs like GW Trails,
which Miller said will lead to a
greater focus on programming.
Four staffers will seek
to improve graduate student support services, and
one staffer will support
veterans, first generation
students and international
students.
“In the end this will be a

better service to students. They
won’t see any difference here as
far as a drop-off, but they will
see a much stronger focus from
these areas, which I think is always the goal,” Miller said.
The former head of the
Office of Greek Life, Christina
Witkowicki, will move up to
oversee all student organizations instead of directly advising groups.
“This new role will allow
me to be more involved in strategic planning in the areas of
overall student involvement,
including student organiza-

tions and Greek Life,” Witkowicki, now the director for student involvement and student
life, said.
The reorganization is costneutral, Miller said, because no
new staffers will be hired.
The University’s more
than 1,000 veterans are
known for having a strong
base of support, and Miller's hope is to work with existing offices and networks
to continue supporting the
population. u
–Chris Hebdon contributed to
this report.
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Staff Editorial

Keep students
informed on security
It is a good sign that 24-hour security has been assigned to three more
residence halls in the last month.
But what about students who
live next door or down the block
from those buildings, whose halls
don’t see a single guard, and where
security is minimal at best?
In the last month, GW has added
24-hour security to Ivory Tower, Fulbright and JBKO halls. But some residence halls remain largely unprotected, despite GW's urban location
and close proximity to the Foggy
Bottom Metro station.
University Police Chief Kevin
Hay declined to say if other halls
would also see expanded security.
Does GW think students don't have
the right to know about the state of
security in their homes, let alone feel
protected?
The editorial board understands
that UPD determines where guards
are stationed based on crime statistics. But it is unacceptable that some
residence halls, like Munson, do not
have guards late at night, despite the
fact that the adjacent dorm, JBKO,
now requires 24-hour security.
The University has declined to
comment on plans for rolling out
security, noting that making this
knowledge public might tip off criminals. And that is a valid point.
But hypothetically, a criminal
coming off the Foggy Bottom Metro
could note the constant security at
JBKO and move next door to Munson Hall, which is unprotected, save
for the GWorld card reader that is
used to unlock the door. And we
have seen that despite the locks,
many criminals trail into residence
halls behind students after they unlock the doors.
One student guard told The
Hatchet that “predominant residence
halls on the Foggy Bottom Campus”
will receive 24-hour security. Hay
and other security officials refuse to
comment.
GW should communicate these
changes to residents.
Of course, UPD should not divulge detailed security protocol or
game plans to the public. We understand that revealing police strategies
could hurt security.

The community
isn’t demanding
information that
hasn't been
released in the past.
But GW must be transparent and
consistent in its communication with
residents about security changes in
their own halls. It is the University’s
responsibility to communicate any
future changes within campus residence halls to all students. And the
community isn’t demanding information that hasn't been released in
the past.
During the last academic year,
the University held a safety and security forum to address campus safety
concerns. Hay and Senior Associate
Vice President for Safety and Security Darrell Darnell, with others, outlined the hours during which guards
would monitor each residence hall.
Crime statistics dictate where
the focus of campus security will lie.
Ivory, Fulbright and JBKO saw at
least 10 electronics thefts in January,
justifying an increased security presence at those locations.
But that doesn't mean that residence halls with minimal security
concerns shouldn't be protected in
the event of a future crime.
Munson is just one example of a
residence hall that lacks security in
entirety. Francis Scott Key Hall also
does not have a strong security presence, and neither does 2109 F St.
Campus police should be proactive in informing students whether or
not eventual changes will be made.
These buildings are students’ homes
away from home. As such, students
need to know that the places where
they sleep, study and socialize are safe
and secure. And it is the University’s
responsibility to convey that message to
students immediately.
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A superficial choice
for Spring Fling

What's a Metro?
by Rosanna Giorlandino

Trevor Marsden
Writer

T

Bring peer advisers to the
Columbian College
Sunik Kim
D
uring my first two class registrations, I had no idea what courses
to take. So before registering for
spring 2013 classes, I got advice from a
couple of my upperclassmen friends.
But not all freshmen know upperclassmen who can give them advice.
At this stressful time, students in the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences
who need help deciding what classes to
take must rely on their own official advisers or RateMyProfessors.com. The Columbian College should institute a peer advising program, similar to those in other
schools across the University.
The University Honors Program
offers peer advisers, a group of students who provide guidance to others
throughout their academic careers and
can provide insight on honors classes.
Peer advising systems also exist in the
Elliott School of International Affairs,
the GW School of Business and the
School of Engineering and Applied Science.
Peer advisers are often more prepared than faculty advisers to give students advice on programs or classes,
given their personal experiences.
Peer advising would not only help
students from an academic standpoint,
but new students could also benefit socially from older students who know
more about campus life. As mentors to
underclassmen, the older students in the
honors program advising system hold
get-togethers two to three times each
month, where students can socialize.
The Columbian College is GW's

Writer

largest school, which means it would
be difficult to mirror the other advising systems like that in the honors program. Liz Sutton, a program officer in
the honors program, told me that when
it comes to peer advising, “the smaller
the community, the better.”
To make it work in the Columbian College, the school could set up
walk-in peer advising hours by major.
Upperclassmen could offer insight to
students who are in the process of declaring their major or recently chose a
field of study.
Undecided majors could also visit
peer advisers to learn more about a particular subject and narrow down their
options, especially if they are having
difficulty picking a major.
This kind of voluntary program
could potentially help a lot of students
who might otherwise get lost in the
crowd.
During my freshman year, I’ve realized that my peers are the people who
will give me the most useful and realistic advice when it comes to classes, not
faculty advisers who likely haven't sat
through the courses.
Sunik Kim is a freshman in the Columbian College of Arts And Sciences.

his weekend, rapper Macklemore was the
entertainment of choice at Spring Fling. And
while many students were excited for his performance, I couldn’t help but roll my eyes.
His fans treat him as though he has changed the
face of music and steered the rap genre into unknown
territory. But in reality, Macklemore is farcically emblematic of the cultural vampirism – or borrowing of
other sources – that our entire generation is guilty of.
Macklemore
provides a case
study in hilariMacklemore
ously hypocritical
lyricism. His song
could only exist
"Thrift Shop" is
now because our quite literally an ode
to the re-approprigeneration is so ation of last year's
utile items.
uncreative and
He fits into welltread territory – alself-absorbed that most a hackneyed
the outsider
we accept lyrics cliche:
white rapper who
to a different
that openly refer to speaks
subject matter than
mainstream of
Craigslist and our the
the genre.
But if one looks
Twitter feeds.
at the content of
his music, it's just a
postmodern derivation of the culture of consumption that has always defined rap. In “Thrift Shop,”
our blonde-coiffed emcee takes digs at expensive
shirts from Gucci without ever realizing the irony
that his focus on the thrift shop is to one-up the Gucci-wearer, an escalating game of fashion brinkmanship between two competing classes.
My generation’s apparent fascination with him
and his song “Thrift Shop” belies a much more insidious quality in us. He fully embraces the culture
of postmodern reappropriation. His novelty is intentional and targeted.
Macklemore writes a song that most perceive to
be a swipe at wanton consumerism, while couching it
in the necessity of further consumerism. He, just like
everyone else, is image-obsessed. By sifting through
piles of clothes at a thrift shop, he too is participating
in consumer culture even though it is the very thing
he critiques.
To wit, in the song "Make the Money" he relies on
the internet-birthed insularity of his audience to follow his brand of rhyming: “What I really need is a job
off Craigslist/ Take away the dot com, name, love/
Fans, Twitter followers, and the buzz/ See, you keep
the issues but you take away the drugs.”
If this reads as a joke rap, then it hits the mark. But
his focus on existing as a mainstream artist instead of
a long-form gag is the problem: The disposable has
become our culture – even down to the repurposed
clothes from the thrift shop.
His lyrics consist of name drops pointed at the
market share of technologically-literate 20-somethings. That’s not art: It's inside jokes and cloistered
music microtargeting set to a beat and recorded for
release.
Macklemore could only exist now because our
generation is so uncreative and self-absorbed that we
accept lyrics that openly refer to Craigslist and our
Twitter feeds.
Thinking about Macklemore’s larger meaning
within the context of popular culture makes his presence at GW all the more frustrating. This is not to say
he is a risky choice — quite the opposite. But as his
lyrics demonstrate, he is emblematic of a generation
that is lacking when it comes to producing original
and fresh creative content.
I’ve heard it all a thousand times before.
— The writer is a junior majoring in philosophy.

Letters to the editor

Religious leaders respond to controversy at the Newman Center
I am writing in response
to the article, “Students mobilize to remove priest,” (April
4, p.1).
As an alumnus of GW
and the Newman Center, I am
close with the Catholic community on campus, including
Father Greg Shaffer. My time
as a member of the GW Catholics led me to enter seminary,
thanks in no small part to Father Greg.
He’s too humble to write
in his own defense. He is a
kind man who gives his life
to his students and is able to
sympathize with their weaknesses and difficulties. He
certainly wouldn’t say that
one of his students had any
less value as a person than

anyone else.
There are two ways in
which people object to homosexuality: homophobia and
reasonable discourse. Only
the latter form applies to Father Greg’s counseling. The
claims of homophobia are
not only false, but insulting
and offensive to any honest
thinker.
You don’t have to agree
with the claims of Father
Greg’s reasonable discourse –
which is faithful to the teaching of the church he represents
– to see that they are rooted
in respect for the person and
his or her well-being. Reasoned criticism can only stem
from legitimate concern for
the person, which is far from
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the hateful rhetoric of the homophobic.
My concern is that reasonable discourse is too often
lumped in with the homophobia that has been all too prevalent in our society. Once
reasonable discourse is lost in
the noise, it is considered to
be just as hateful as any claim
against people with same-sex
attraction.
I pray that the victims of
homophobia may experience
healing. And be encouraged:
There are many, including Father Greg, who would engage
in reasonable discussion free
of hatred and fear.
Andrew Buonopane is an
alumnus and a seminarian for
the Archdiocese of Washington.

I’m writing in response to the article, “Students mobilize to remove
priest,” (April 4, p.1).
As a Catholic priest and a former
campus minister at Old Dominion
University, I am shocked and saddened at the coordinated effort of a
small but vocal group of students who
feel that they single-handedly can
dictate Catholic doctrine and faith.
Newman Center Father Greg Shaffer
would be violating his priestly responsibility and promises by not teaching
an authentic faith and diminishing the
teachings of sacred scripture. I hope
Shaffer’s freedom and the freedom of
those students who support him will
be respected. Diversity and tolerance
goes both ways.
Father Cole Kracke is the parochial
vicar at St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Church
in Hastings, Minn.
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Nursing, business schools create leadership program
by juliana tamayo
Hatchet Reporter
A new program in the GW
School of Nursing this fall will
teach entrepreneurship and finance skills to help students become better hospital leaders.
The nursing school, the
University’s newest and smallest college, is launching its first
executive leadership program
in conjunction with the GW
School of Business to design
coursework and teach classes,
as GW stresses interdisciplinary studies.
Christine Pintz, director of
the doctor of nursing practice
program, said local employers
told school officials that nurses
need to solidify their business
acumen to move up the ladder
into hospital executive roles.
“Because of their knowledge of hospital care and
nursing care, nurses actually
make good executives. Many
hospitals are recognizing this
and moving nurses into those
roles,” Pintz said. “Obviously
anyone who moves into a role
like that needs a bit more education and training. It’s not an
easy job.”
The school will initially admit five to 10 students, mostly
pulling from its existing pool of
doctor of nursing practice students. Over the next year, Pintz
said the school will develop
a marketing and admissions
strategy to expand.
Nursing officials are also

Grants
from p. 1
and join student cohorts to
build camaraderie and make
professional connections.
“This is the first time GW
has gotten such a grant, so I
think it will be very good for
the University,” math department chair Yongwu Rong
said. “It will allow us to attract better students and will
provide a better support system for our students.”
GW has poured resources
into building up its science
and engineering research credentials and attracting better
undergraduate and graduate
students, in particular with
its $275 million Science and
Engineering Hall. The building, the most expensive in
GW’s history, will house the
physics department when it
opens in 2015.
The White House report
on science and math major
retention cited the failure of
introductory science classes
to engage students as well as
the lack of mentors as primary
reasons for why students drift
away from the fields.

student life
from p. 1
compiling more than 650 parent
responses to an electronic survey, focus group responses and
research from a dozen other
universities.
Next for review are likely
the Student Health Service and
the Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities,
Konwerski
said. He added that he is interested in seeing if the Office of
Academic Integrity should be

working with professors in the
business school to develop new
finance and entrepreneurship
courses to offer to the nursing
students, who will join classes
with aspiring CEOs and business leaders. The program will
employ existing faculty, rather
than adding new positions.
Administrators will likely
approve the program this summer. Similar programs have
cropped up recently at the nursing schools at Johns Hopkins
University and the University
of North Carolina.
Provost Steven Lerman
said the program demonstrated
the kind of connections he has
urged deans to make between
their colleges. The provost has
stressed the creation of interdisciplinary programs since penning the University’s decadelong strategic plan.
The GW Law School has
also paired up with the business school to start programs in
government contracting, while
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development
is working out a partnership for
educational entrepreneurship.
Lerman said his office is
trying to work with colleges to
overcome hurdles that stand in
the way of launching these kind
of programs.
“There aren’t insurmountable barriers, but there are things
that need to get overcome,”
he said, citing issues bringing
faculty together and splitting
funds between schools.

hatchet file photo

A new program by the nursing and business schools caters toward the nurses who are increasingly seeking top spots in hospital leadership. The partnership between the two schools is an example of an interdisciplinary effort that GW has pushed in recent years.

The addition will also
help the nursing school
continue to steadily grow
after starting up in 2010.
Since then, the school has
jumped to the top tier of pro-

“Most [students] get ‘lost’
somewhere along the way,
and this is what we call the
‘leaky pipeline,’ ” GW professors wrote to the NSF in the
grant proposal. “It is our belief that these students were
not identified early enough
and brought into the community of our respective departments, and this is why they
disappear.”
The grant program will
also feature talks from alumni
and industry leaders, as well
as advice from professors on
how to navigate the job market.
Faculty mentorship was
an attractive feature for freshman Nicole Giletto, who
plans to major in applied
mathematics and is applying
for the grant. She said she has
not found the math department faculty helpful, so she
hopes to make use of the program's faculty mentors to better identify job prospects.
“I think that would give
you more of an idea of what
is in the math field. It’s not
particularly easy to think of
tons of jobs,” she said. “It
would open more doors and
create more networks for the

future.”
The departments would
also try to attract non-majors
who earned high grades in
introductory math and physics classes.
GW’s decade-long strategic plan also points to helping
tech-savvy undergraduates,
calling for the creation of an
Undergraduate Science and
Engineering Academy, which
would focus on attaining
educational improvements in
the fields.
The physics department
has also tried to help steer a
teaching revolution in recent
years, as the University has
expanded several classrooms
so that physics and astronomy classes can combine lectures and lab sessions.
The moves have paid off
so far, with math and science
fields seeing higher enrollments in recent years, despite
low retention rates. Undergraduate enrollments in those
departments have surged 25
percent in the last four years,
propelled by sharp growth in
biological anthropology and
statistics majors. u
Cory Weinberg contributed
to this report.

overseen by the student judicial
office.
Assistant Vice President for
Student Academic Support Services Andy Sonn, who has led
the parent services review this
semester, said "GW’s parent
population, like the GW population, is a constantly changing
and evolving group in terms of
needs, issues and trends."
Sonn was a member of the
team that reviewed the athletics department, leading to the
creation of the athletics strategic
plan.

“The most exciting part of
the review is taking a look at
other parent services offices nationally and noting some ideas,
events and initiatives that might
be good things to introduce,
in the short and long terms, at
GW,” Sonn said.
“At this point, we are in
the midst of analyzing these
data to lead to the next stage of
the process, which will involve
generating our findings and
recommendations to inform the
office’s strategic planning process,” he said. u

gram rankings, refurbished
a simulation lab and doubled fundraising goals. The
school, which is based on the
Foggy Bottom and Virginia
campuses, has also increased

clinton
from p. 1
anything without putting her
whole heart and infinite energy into it,” she said. “This is
our way of saying thanks to
her by gaining a base of supporters while she is taking
some downtime.”
She said the idea for the
PAC came after President
Barack Obama’s reelection
in November as an attempt
to energize supporters and
keep pressure off of Clinton,
who Black said has not had a
“honest-to-God vacation since
1990.”
The group plans to select
student leaders from college
campuses across the nation to
volunteer for the PAC and organize support bases at their
schools, Ready for Hillary
spokesman and alumnus Seth

its enrollment and bulked up
staffing.
The program also adds to
the list of master’s programs
at least partially housed in the
business school. Under Dean
Bringman said.
Participants from GW, the
first students to join the PAC,
plan to create a student organization in the fall to maintain
momentum.
The PAC held its second
rally Friday in New York City
at the Lincoln Center, where
Clinton made an appearance.
Bringman said that because Clinton will not have
an active online presence during her break from politics, the
group is heavily focusing on
social media. Since launching
in January, the PAC has gained
more than 50,000 followers on
Twitter and more than 70,000
likes on Facebook.
Sophomore Avery Jaffe
reached out to the PAC to volunteer this semester, after taking last semester off to work
full-time for Obama’s campaign in swing-state Ohio.
He said another focus of
the PAC is to convince Clinton

Doug Guthrie, the college has
added a number of executive
education, online and MBA
programs. u
–Cory Weinberg contributed
to this report.

"This is our way of
saying thanks to
her by gaining a
base of supporters
while she is taking
some downtime.
Allida black

Professor of history and
international affairs
to run for presidency, in light
of an interview with NPR in
which she said she “doesn’t
really see herself getting back
into politics.”
“I understand her wanting
to take a break after being politically active for 20 years,” Jaffe
said. “But she is not reluctant to
serve the public." u
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Get off your

BOTTOM

FILMFEST DC

Regal Cinemas
April 11
$12

H

american ballet
Kennedy Center
April 10
$25
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gabriella demczuk | senior staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Indie sensation Walk the Moon revved up crowds in University Yard Sunday opening for the show's main act, Macklemore & Ryan Lewis. Thousands cheered for the rising Ohio-based band, which landed in the final four of MTV's
Musical March Madness, as it blared the upbeat hit "Anna Sun." Crowds were as far back as the Media and Public Affairs building, where D.C. residents set up lawn chairs.

Call for equality woven in rapper's verses
from p. 1
prompting cheers from the mob of
students.
Later in the show, he prefaced
his performance of “Same Love,”
which promotes marriage equality,
by urging students to consider the
issue’s importance.
“This is a pivotal moment in
our country’s history – the most
important civil rights issue of our
generation,” Macklemore said.
In a nod to the D.C.-based television show “House of Cards,” he
called on students to rush the White
House with actor Kevin Spacey to
petition for gay rights.
Students ran past University

What made Macklemore stand out to me was his desire to not be another artist who
raps about drugs and women, but that he would willingly take on massive social issues.
ben wheeler
Freshman

Yard barricades as the song began,
prompting campus security to tackle one man before he could reach
the stage.
Freshman and Seattle native
Ben Wheeler praised the performer’s willingness to take on weighty

issues.
“What made Macklemore stand
out to me was his desire to not be
another artist who raps about drugs
and women, but that he would willingly take on massive social issues.
He talks about poverty in inner cit-

''

ies,” Wheeler explained. “I do worry about the popularity of songs
like ‘Thrift Shop,’ which, while being extremely fun and catchy, isn’t a
song that carries much meaning.”
Masses of students staked out
spots along the stage in University

Yard starting at about 2:30 p.m.,
forcing crowds onto the H Street
sidewalks, with a few locals setting up chairs beside the law
school.
The annual event, which in
past years has featured artists including Childish Gambino, Kanye
West and the Gym Class Heroes,
also drew sponsors such as Crepeaway, HBO and Coca Cola.
Audience members, who
donned free “Game of Thrones”themed crowns, enjoyed free DVDs
of the popular television show and
free food.
Hundreds in the crowd competed for free Macklemore tank
tops, fueling a frenzy of eager fans
at tables in the yard. u
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MERCHANTS PAGE
To place a display or classified advertisement, go to whatgwreads.com
or call (202) 994-7079
CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
Editing of biomedical
documents offered by a
PhD biomedical scientist
and certified editor in the
life sciences. 443-6002264 or michellejones@
jonesbiomediting.com.

JOBS
LIVE IN CAREGIVER
NEEDED!!!!
Assist young active
professional disabled
female mornings, evenings

and week-ends. Driver's
License. Enjoys dogs.
Must live-in. Reply to
personalattendant23@
gmail.com
Email gmgoldbl@gwu.edu

No experience necessary.
If interested please forward
your resume to Katie at
KBoyle@clydes.com or
Mariem at MBaich@clydes.
com.

SERVER/HOST/BACKWAIT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Looking to earn some extra
cash? Clyde's of Gallery
Place is looking to hire
outgoing and quick thinking
individuals for front of the
house positions. Location
is Metro accessible,
and offering part time
and flexible scheduling.
Positions starting at $10/hr.

STUDENT
HOUSING
1 B/R AT BONWIT PLAZA
1 BR AT BONWIT PLAZA 1
BLK GWU/METRO. AVAIL FM
8/16/2013. RENT $1900
PM SUITABLE FOR (2)
PERSONS. CALL MARY 201222-9161 Email pirouzusa@
aol.com

Sports
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The number of batters that the softball team's
pitchers struck out, collectively, over the weekend's
competition.

scott figatner | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Left: Sophomore Victoria Valos prepares to catch a pop-up. Right: Sophomore catcher Samantha Dos Santos talks with other GW infielders during a quick meeting at the mound.

softball | GW 5, saint louis 2

GW rallies from losing streak with three weekend wins
by sean hurd
Hatchet Reporter
This weekend, every GW
pitcher seemed like an ace.
The staff allowed a mere
five runs in 28 total innings
of play, struck out a combined 39 batters and led the
Colonials to a weekend record of 3-1.
The GW offense started
off the weekend struggling
mightily Friday, when the
team squared off against
the Butler Bulldogs in what
was the first of two games
the two teams played this
weekend. By game’s end, the
Colonials fell victim to a nohit shutout by a score of 1-0.
The loss came at the hands of
dominant pitching from both
Butler (12-17, 3-3 A-10) starting pitcher Kristen Gutierrez
(2-8) and relief pitcher Jenny
Esparza who combined for
the no-no.
After a dominant outing
of her own, Courtney Martin was tagged with a loss
despite going the distance
against Butler, surrendering
only three hits, striking out
seven, and allowing a single

unearned run.
“We’re so streaky,” head
coach Stacey Schramm said.
“If we lose one game, we
seem to string them along.
Same thing with the winning. I think everyone was
pressing on Friday. A couple
of key kids got in a slump
[during the losing streak],
specifically the middle of
the lineup. When they start
slumping it kind of trickles
down to everyone.”
The unearned run came
in the seventh inning of the
ballgame. After Butler’s designated player reached base
on a single to left field, the
Bulldogs gained another base
runner after a GW defensive
error. After a sacrifice bunt
advanced to runners to second and third, a sacrifice fly
allowed the runner on third
to tag up and score the only
run of the ballgame.
In the Colonials’ second
game against the Bulldogs,
GW was able to bounce
back from Friday’s offensive
slump, scoring four runs behind yet another impressive
pitching performance. The
Colonials took Saturday’s

game 4-1 for their first A-10
victory of the season, snapping the six-game losing
skid.
The offense was powered
by center fielder Autumn
Taylor and shortstop Victoria
Valos, who together drove in
three of the Colonials’ four
runs. Taylor went one-forthree with a triple and two
runs batted in, while Valos
went two-for-three with a
single as well as her seventh
home run of the season.
Before Saturday’s game,
Schramm made an adjustment in the pre-game preparation by implementing a full
batting practice with hopes
of refocusing the Colonial offense.
“I can barely lift my arm
and I think I pulled a butt
muscle,” Schramm said, jokingly. “But it was all for the
hitters. It definitely paid off.
They were having trouble
tracking the ball, and seeing
the pitch all the way in [to
the plate]. We just increased
the distance of batting practice to really focus on tracking.”
Freshman Meghan Rico

followed Martin’s dominant pitching performance
with a gem of her own. Rico
pitched a complete game, going seven innings, giving up
six hits and one earned run,
while tying her career-high
in strikeouts with 10 against
the Bulldogs.
The Colonials were able
to carry their momentum
from Saturday’s win into a
doubleheader Sunday where
they faced A-10 rival Saint
Louis. The Colonials looked
unstoppable, sweeping the
two-game series in convincing fashion, winning the first
game by a score of 3-1, and
the second game 5-2.
In the first game, Martin
rebounded strongly from her
tough loss on Friday. For the
second time on the weekend,
she pitched a complete game,
giving up six hits resulting
in one unearned run, while
striking out nine Saint Louis
batters.
“I just tried to stay focused,” Martin said. “I relied
on letting my defense do the
work, throwing strikes, and
I knew that the bats would
come around.”

men's tennis | gw 6, georgetown 1

The Colonials picked up
a non-conference victory during their final home match of
the season Saturday, in a final
tune-up before the team hits
the road for five straight games
and then the Atlantic 10 championship.
No. 68 GW (12-5, 3-0 A-10)
prevailed 5-2 against St. John’s
to finish undefeated in home
matches this season. Saturday’s
match against the Red Storm
also served as senior day for
two members of GW’s roster.
Leonardo Lapentti and
Alexander van Gils were honored at the match, but while
they both won their respective
doubles matches, both fell in
singles play. Despite their individual losses against St. John’s,
head coach Greg Munoz was
quick to attribute his team’s
season of success to the pair's
on-court prowess and off-thecourt leadership.
“Leo has a quiet demeanor.
He brings professionalism,
and that hopefully feeds the
younger players and they can
learn from that and know to be
prepared,” Munoz said. “Alex
has been a leader from the
start. He can get guys to calm
down. He pays attention to de-

tail, and through communication he is able to keep the team
together.”
Junior Nikita Fomin prevailed in No. 1 singles, winning 7-6, 6-1, and sophomore
Francisco Dias won at No. 2
singles, 6-1, 6-1.
But No. 1 doubles was the
most contested and riveting
match of the day. Van Gils and
junior Ulrik Thomsen earned
a crucial 8-6 victory, which
clinched the doubles point
for the Colonials and allowed
Fomin and freshman Danil
Zelenkov to suspend their
doubles play and prepare for
singles.
Munoz continuously urges
his squad to be vocal and energetic. He wants every member of the team to both provide
support for their teammates
and feed off of the support
given to them. Every “Lets
Go G-Dub” chant is followed
by more chanting and yelling,
positive reinforcement that
helps the team focus on earning a team victory.
“It doesn’t matter at the
end of the day if you win. What
matters is that the team wins.
The team win is everything for
us,” van Gils said. "We win or
lose as a team, and it's great to
see the other guys getting the

"We win or lose as a team."
alexander van gils
Men's tennis

nings of work this weekend.
Martin came in to finish
the Billikens off, pitching two
innings of shutout ball, only
allowing one hit and striking out two in her relief effort. The two pitchers served
as the driving force behind
GW’s weekend wins, something Schramm credited to
the pitchers’ complementary
and unique pitching styles.
“They complement each
other so well,” Schramm
said. “They are completely
different pitchers. Rico’s got
speed, and Courtney’s got a
change-up. They were able
to successfully keep the hitters off balance. They did an
outstanding job.”
With Sunday afternoon’s
win, the Colonials were able
to flip their six-game skid
into a three-game winning
streak. And with a successful 3-1 homestand, Schramm
said the team has returned to
its winning ways.
“We accomplished a
lot,” Schramm said. “Most
importantly, we played the
way we do when we’re good
and that’s relaxed, confident,
calm and collected.” u

lacrosse | massachusetts 10, gw 9

Colonials tally
two victories
by jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer

Martin was also optimistic about her team’s ability to
get back on track and finish
the weekend out strong after
the opening loss Friday. And
unlike Friday’s game, the
Colonials offense was able to
produce solid run support for
Martin Sunday afternoon.
Once again, the GW offense was led by Taylor and
Valos, who both went twofor-three on the game.
“I knew that my team
would work out of [Friday],”
Martin said. “It’s obviously
hard to go and get no hits
in any game. I knew we had
three more games this weekend that we were going to
come back to.”
Rico took the mound for
the back end of the day’s
double-header. Like Martin,
Rico (8-7) had another impressive outing. In her five
innings of work, she gave
up two earned runs on five
hits, while raising her career
high in strikeouts to 11. She
was able to stifle hitters with
her consistent accuracy on
the inside part of the plate,
which contributed to her 21
total strikeouts in her 12 in-

GW can't complete
comeback

by mary Ellen mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writer

becky crowder | senior staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Alexander van Gils prepares to return a serve Saturday afternoon. He was honored before the match for GW's senior day.

win for us today. It makes it a
real group effort."
GW closed the weekend of
play against local rival Georgetown.
Georgetown entered play
Sunday with an eight-match
win streak and an undefeated
record at home. But the Colonials, riding high on the senior
day victory, ended Georgetown’s streak, rolling to a convincing 6-1 win.
The Hoyas took the doubles point, but GW swept
singles play to earn its fifth
straight victory.
“Playing on the road before
A-10 [matches] is some of the
best practice that we can get

because we don’t get to play
A-10 matches at home. We gain
experience playing in front of
crowds that aren’t cheering for
us,” Munoz said.
GW finishes its regular season with three matches in three
days before its final match
against new Atlantic 10 member and No. 24 VCU.
"Having VCU as a new
member provides us with a
great challenge, and we have
three matches in a row coming up and that’s really important,” Lapentti said. “At A-10's,
it’s all about coming out and
being able to play everyday
and playing at a 100 percent
level each time.” u

A last-minute attempt
to send the Colonials into
overtime against Massachusetts failed Sunday, when
GW could not find the back
of the net on a free position
shot with 11 seconds left.
Although GW trailed
the Minutewomen 10-8 with
one minute left of play, the
team’s intensity never wavered, head coach Tara Hannaford said.
Sophomore midfielder
Rachel Mia scored with 47
seconds left, and the team
wasted no time bringing
the ball back to its offensive
end. But GW’s next two shot
attempts were unsuccessful, and the contest ended
in a 10-9 defeat for the Colonials.
“We never gave up. We
worked really hard the entire game and really challenged UMass, and I’m
proud of that and how hard
we worked,” Hannaford
said.
GW scored first, but
Massachusetts responded
quickly, and both teams
alternated shots over the
first 15 minutes of play. The
Minutewomen pulled ahead
in the latter part of the first
half, and went into the break
leading GW 7-3.
The Colonials entered
into the second half hoping
to minimize turnovers and
fouls, Hannaford said. GW
had seven fouls and 11 turnovers in the first half. In the
second, they rose to 15 fouls,
but reduced their number of
turnovers slightly, to eight.
Still, the Colonials dou-

bled their number of draw
controls in the second half,
which helped energize the
team as it gained momentum, Hannaford said.
“In the first half, we
weren’t
attacking
and
weren’t really playing the
possession game. In the second half, we started going to
the goal more, and were able
to switch it up in the back of
the net,” she said.
After watching Massachusetts go on a scoring
run in the first half, GW was
able to come back in the second with a run of its own.
Sophomore midfielder Allie Rash scored 10 minutes
into the half, tying the game
at eight. Junior midfielder
Lindsey DiAntonio, senior
attack Nicole Lacey and Mia
also contributed goals that
closed the gap.
But Massachusetts responded quickly, bringing the score to 10-8 with
roughly five minutes left to
play. As the Minutewomen
attempted to run out the
clock, GW maintained its
determination, and a clear
from senior goalkeeper Jess
Hicks led to Mia’s goal in
the last minute of play, her
21st of the season.
Although the Colonials were unable to score
again, Hannaford said she
was proud of the team for
continuing to challenge the
Minutewomen, who beat
GW 17-3 in the first round
of the Atlantic 10 championship last season.
“It was just a good,
physical lacrosse game.
Our kids played really well
in terms of their effort and
their hard work and almost

